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CENTER URGES COMPREHENSIVE INDOOR POLLUTION LEGISLATION TO

BREAK CURRENT LOGJAM ON CHEMICAL SENSITIVITY QUESTION

In congressional testimony today, the National Center for
Environmental Health Strategies urged passage of an indoor air
quality law that would mandate both immediate action against
known indoor pollution health hazards and intensive research
efforts to identify other indoor hazards which are not yet under
stood.

The National Center for Environmental Health strategies, directed
by Mary Lamielle, is a national, non-profit organization. Its
testimony was presented by environmental health consultant Earon
S. Davis, J.D., M.P.H. before the U.S. House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment (Chaired by California
Congressman Henry A. Waxman).

The Center focused much of its attention on chemical sensitivity
disorders, the topic of a recent National Academy of Sciences
workshop. Citing the workshop's consensus that research was
needed in this area, the Center's spokesperson, Earon S. Davis,
J.D., M.P.H., asked that the victims of these disorders not be
kept waiting "another 3 years and eight months" before Congress
mandates the research previously recommended by a July 1987
National Academy of Sciences workshop.

Even the National Academy of Sciences workshop consensus will not
result in funding for chemical sensitivity research, according to
Mr. Davis. The Center urges a legislative mandate on this issue
to ensure that interest will not wane; that medical politics and
economic interests will not interfere; and that funds will be
available for research, educational, and regulatory programs.
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More information on NCEHS

The National Center for Environmental Health strategies provides
informational, educational, research, advocacy and support ser
vices on chemical sensitivity and other environmental and pUblic
health issues. The Center tracks the latest scientific research,
legislative, regulatory, medical, legal, disability and policy
issues and chronicles them in its pUblication, "The Delicate Bal
ance."

The Center has testified on the Indoor Air Quality Act before the
U.5. Senate Subcommittee on Superfund, Ocean and Water Protection
chaired by Senator Frank Lautenberg. Amendments proposed by the
Center, including a "Report to Congress on Chemical Sensitivity
Disorders," were incorporated into the Bill. The Center's presi
dent, Mary Lamielle, played a critical role in the initiation of
the landmark Ashford and Miller study of chemical sensitivity
commissioned by the New Jersey Department of Health. She also
served on the external peer review panel for that document.

Ms. Lamielle, who publishes "The Delicate Balance," has written
on these issues at the invitation of the President's committee on
EmploYment of People with Disabilities, the "Indoor Pollution Law
Report" and other publications. She serves on the American Pub
lic Health Association's task force on multiple chemical sensiti
vity.

Earon S. Davis is an environmental health consultant located in
Evanston, Illinois. He is an advisor to the Center and is con
sidered a leading national expert on the legal and policy aspects
of chemical sensitivity, indoor pollution, and other topics. Mr.
Davis has spoken at numerous conferences, served on review and
workshop panels for various government agencies, and has pub
lished several articles on chemical sensitivity and indoor pollu
tion. Mr. Davis was a participant at the recent National Academy
of Sciences workshop on mUltiple chemical sensitivity.
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Environlllental Illness
By The Boston Women's Health Book Collective

oes perfume give you headaches or make you
suddenly and unaccountably angry? Feel queasy
or dizzy in the detergent aisle of the supermarket?
Do your eyes burn when you go into a clothing
store? Feel achy, fluey, and generally depressed
for extended periods of time? Have you been to

lots of doctors who can't find anything wrong and tell
you to see a psychiatrist?

These symptoms may be caused by multiple chemical
sensitivities~and the number of people reporting prob
lems seems to be increasing. The syndrome, also known
as environmental illness, involves extreme sensitivity to
some or many of the common synthetic and natural or
ganic chemicals-formaldehyde, toluene, styrene, phe
nolic compounds are just a few-that have
come into widespread use since World
War n.; S\.tch compounds are found
around the household and work
place in pesticides, permanent
press fabrics, detergent,
plastics, gas stove fumes, car
exhaust, particle board,
and even water. Many are
known toxins in large
doses but few are regulat
ed in a nonindustrial set
ting. Some people
develop sensitivities to
minute quantities of these
compounds, often after
exposure to a high dose or
after long-term repeated ex
posure to low doses.

Traditional allergists may dis-
miss chemical sensitivity because its
cause and effect are unproven; they may
also be threatened by competition from the
clinical ecologists or environmental medicine specialists,
as doctors who specialize in this field are called. But anec
dotal evidence from individuals and investigation ofsuch
substances in the workplace (which may also involve "sick
building syndrome") support the existence of chemical
sensitivity. It is estimated that 15 percent of the popula
tion is sensitive to indoor air pollutants, which may be ten
times more concentrated than in nearby outdoor air.

Symptoms may be mild or disabling and often are
nonspecific. Every part of the body may be affected by
such flu-like symptoms as headaches, aching muscles, fa
tigue, or more debilitating developments such as food in-

tolerances and central nervous system symptoms-con
fusion, memory loss, and depression. Sensitivity to more
substances often increases with more exposure.

As many as three quarters of those reporting chemical
sensitivities may be women, but this figure is open to dis
pute since women are more likely than men to admit that
they have problems and to seek help. Rather than gen
der, exposure to sensitizing agents is probably the key.

Successful treatment usually involves much trial and
error. The first step is to figure out what compounds set
off reactions. This takes careful recollection of activities
and possible times of exposure. A person may need to
severely restrict the foods eaten and gradually reintro
duce them one at a time. The best treatment seems to be

avoidance of the offending substance, though
this may be difficult because of the near

omnipresence of so many of the
chemicals. Self-help groups offer

advice on how to do this in the
least disruptive way.

Environmental medicine
specialists offer several con
troversial treatments that
have not been adequately
tested, though many peo
ple seem to be helped by
them. One involves expo
sure to potentially offensive
substances to find out which

ones provoke a reaction;
then a dilute dose of the

chemical is given until the reac
tion fails to increase or disappears.
A regimen of exercise, saunas,

nutritional supplements, intravenous
fluids, and eating unsaturated oils may also

be prescribed. This technique has proven useful
in reducing the amounts of some organic compounds
stored in fat. Another tack includes antioxidant vitamins
and minerals, such as A, C, and E and magnesium.

For more information, read Chemical Exposures: Low
Levels and High Stakes by Nicholas Ashford and Dr. Clau
dia Miller (Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1990). Or contact:
National Center for Environmental Health Strategies
(609-429-5358); Environmental Health Network (415
331-9804 or 415-925-1610); Human Ecology Action
League (send SASE to P.O. Box 49126, Atlanta, Ga.
30359); National Foundation for the Chemically Hyper
sensitive (919-270-9441).
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****** Please respond or share with someone who will ******

REQUEST FOR ACCOUNTS OF ILLNESSES CAUSED BY

LAWN CARE CHEMICALS----
Send letters to: Mary Lamielle, President

National Center for Environmental Health
Strategies (NCEHS)
ATTN: Lawn Care Pesticide Project
1100 Rural Avenue
Voorhees, New Jersey 08043
(609)429-5358

February 15, 1991

Dear Friend:

The National Center for Environmental Health Strategies (NCEHS)
is requesting letters detailing health effects from lawn care pesti
cides: insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, etc., for a project with
government agencies and the media. Letters should be forwarded at
your earliest convenience, preferably by April 30,1991, for the init
ial phase. Letters after that date will still be needed due to the
continuing nature of this project.

Your letter need not be long and may be hand written. It can be
personal, or, if from a physician or advocacy organization, can give
case studies of a number of individuals. If you have previously pre
pared a similar letter for another organization, please feel free to forward
it. Newspaper clippings would be very helpful. These accounts can
also include pets which have been injured.

Your letter should explain the type and severity of symptoms
experienced; the specific name(s) of chemicals, if known; how long
~ou have experienced these problems; and what you need to do to avoid
exposures and/or to recover when you become ill. Please identify any
permanent or long lasting health problems caused by lawn chemicals.
If you can write a more detailed account, it would be appreciated.

Please state what type of notification you are able to obtain,
if any, and if this notification is adequate. If there are problems
with the notification system, specifying such problems would also be
useful. Please include your name, address and phone number. If you
are willing to be contacted by a government agency in the event that
a more in-depth review is undertaken, please indicate so.

Your assistance is essential to increased recognition of the
dangers of lawn chemicals, their connection to chemical sensitivity
and other medical conditions, and to action on his issue.

S'ncerely,
'i~.

ary!Lamielle, President
CEHS
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CHEMICAL SENSITIVITY:
Experts agree on research protocol

The outline of a research program to
study multiple chemical sensitivity
(MCS) has emerged from a two-day
National Academy of Sciences
workshop of experts held in Irvine,
Callf., in late March. The gathering
was held at the request of the Envi
ronmental Protection Agency and
produced surprising levels of agree
ment over what to date has been a
highly controversial topic.

Increasing numbers of patients
who attribute a wide array of symp
toms-such as headaches, rashes,
watery eyes, asthma, nasal conges
tion, fatigue, and depression-to
very low synthetic chemical expo
sures are being diagnosed as MCS
sufferers. But experts have disagreed
on how to define the disease, also
known as environmental illness and
20th century illness. They hav. dif
fered especially over whether it is
chemical or purely psychological in
origin. No uniform physical markers
have been identified.

In recent years, hundreds of pe0
ple claiming to be MCS victims have
filed lawsuits seeking either disabil
ity benefits under Social Security,
workers' compe~tion, or personal
injury damages from workplaces or
products. The chemical industry has
taken a strong interest in the issue,
partly because the trace levels of
chemicals that allegedly cause ill
ness are orders of magnitude lower
than current regulatory levels.

Devra Lee Davis, scholar in resi
dence at NAS, organized the work
shop. Participants, including clini
cians, immunologists, toxicologists,
epidemiologists, psychiatrists, psy
chologists, and others involved in
research or clinical activity relevant
to this problem, represented all
sides of the issue. They were divid
ed into three working groups,
which addressed case evaluation,
mechanisms, and epidemiology.

The working group on case evalu
ation agreed on criteria for the selec
tion of patients with MCS. The pa
tients must have symptoms or signs
related to chemical exposures at lev
els tolerated by the population at
large. (The exposures do not include
well-recognized allergens such as
molds, dust, and pollen.) The symp
toms must wax and wane with expo-

.sure and may occur in one or more
organ systems. It is not necessary to
identify a chemical exposure associ
ated with the onset of the condition,
and preexistent or concurrent condi
tions, such as asthma, arthritis, and
depression, should not exclude pa
tients from consideration.

This group also decided a uniform
database should be collected that in
cludes the follOWing information
about patients: history of sensitivity
to foods, chemicals, and drugs; di
etary, smoking, and medication his
tories; and psychological screening
information.

An early research priority should

be to study the adaptation-de
adaptation hypothesis, the group
said. This is the idea that over time
patients adapt to some chemicals
their signs of sensitivity to these
chemicals become attenuated. Con
sequently, they need to be isolated
from exposure to chemicals for a pe
riod of time, de-adapted over sever
al days, and then while still in isola
tion, exposed to one chemical at a
time to discover and measure their
reactions to individual agents. Pa
tients should be de-adapted by plac
ing them in an environmental con
trol unit-a chemical-free facility
for several days and then reexposed
to individual agents there, the group
added.

The working group on mecha
nisms also decided the role of adap
tation-cie-adaption should be stud
ied in MCS patients. It urged that a
double-blind, placebo-controlled
procedure be used in testing the ef
fects of individual chemicals. The
responses of patients and control
subjects to exposure should be
probed with immunologic, neuro
logic, endocrinologic, psychological,
and social markers and measures.
This group also said new measure
ment parameters should be used as
they are developed.

Dose-response relationships need
to be examined, the mechanisms
group noted. It also recommended
the development of animal models
mimicking the human syndrome,
and collection of a database of chem
icals, foods, and drugs that appear to
be associated with symptoms of
MCS.

The working group on epidemiol
ogy suggested several different
types of studies be undertaken. First,
a case-comparison study involving
occupational/environmental medi
cal clinics across the U.5. would en
roll patients who say they respond

4 AprI'.'88 1 C&EN Chemical & Engineering News, American Chemical Society,
Washington, D.C.
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Unsealed fragrance samples are a nuisance and an invasion of
privacy as well as a public health problem according to testimony
presented by the National Center For Environmental Health Strategies,
based in Voorhees, at hearings held today in Trenton by the New
Jersey Assembly Consumer Affairs Committee on proposed legislation to
seal fragrance samples in newspapers, magazines and other pUblications
and advertisements.

NCEHS urged support for New Jersey Assemblly bill 2976 intro
duced by Assemblyman David C. Kronick. The bill would require that
any advertising sample with fragrance be fully enclosed in an odor
proof sealant. NCEHS further recommended that the bill 1) omit any
reference to distribution by mail; 2) extend the definition of
an "advertising sample with fragrance" to specifically include "any
sample of any cosmetic, including perfumes or other fragrances, soaps,
detergents or other consumer products which emit an odor or
fragrance"; 3) include specific fines including injunctive relief.

"Some people are sick of fragrance samples and some people are
sick from them," according to Mary Lamielle, President of the National
Center for Environmental Health Strategies. "No one is asking that
the Fragrance and Cosmetics Industry halt the practice of distributing
fragrance samples. What we are calling for is corporate responsibil
ity." Lamielle noted that state of the art technology used by the
industry to manufacture and distribute fragrance inserts is not
adequate to preserve individual rights and to protect pUblic health.
"The American pUblic deserves the right to choose to sample a par-
ticular fragrance." .

Ms. Lamie11e praised Jacobson's, a midwest department store
chain with 24 stores in Michigan, Ohio, Florida and Indianapolis,
for discontinuing fragrance inserts in their credit card statements.
Jacobson's Director of Advertising, Jim Batterson, indicated that
their action was prompted by customers who found the scented pieces
either annoying and intrusive or the cause of allergic reactions.
According· to Hr. Batterson, "the right thing to do was to discontinue
the practice."
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Those with a11ergies, asthma and other breathing and 1ung
disorders, and those with chemica1 and mu1tip1e chemica1 sensitiv
ities experience mi1d to debi1itating reactions triggered by the
chemica1s in fragrance strips. For these popu1ations, fragrance and
fragranced samp1es create a barrier to fu11 access to the mai1i to
the use and enjoyment of newspapers, magazines and mai1 order cata1ogs.
Mai1 that trave1s with unsea1ed fragrance and fragranced samp1es is
contaminated by defau1t. This makes it impossib1e for some peop1e to
read their mai1 or to hand1e and store their credit card statements.

A major study of chemica1 sensitivity commissioned by the Ney
Jersey Department of Hea1th ca11s for "vigorous regu1atory action in
order to protect the chemica11y sensitive." (CHEMICAL SENSITIVITY,
December 1989, p. 128) The 1andmark document identifies avoidance as
the primary prescription for the chemica11y sensitive individua1. These
"chemica1 refugees," who must modify, minimize or e1iminate items or
activities which precipitate exposures, are frequent1y debi1itated,
from minutes to hours to days, from contact with fragranced samp1es.
Additiona11y, the OS Food and Drug Administration reports that
fragrances are responsib1e for 30% of a11 a11ergic reactions to cosmetics.

Fragrances can contain hundreds of chemica1s. "Red," by Giorgio
Bever1y Hi11s, for examp1e, has over 600 ingredients. Approximate1y
95% of a11 ingredients used in the fragrance industry are synthetic.
84% of these ingredients have minima1 or no toxicity data according to
the Nationa1 Academy of Sciences. A separate review conducted by NIOSH
for Congressman Ron Wyden identified 884 toxic substances in a 1ist of
2,983 chemica1s used by the industry. The thousaands of chemica1s used
by the industry inc1ude ones which cause cancer, birth defects, centra1
nervous system disorders, a11ergic reactions and chemica1 sensitivity.

The Nationa1 Center for Environmenta1 Hea1th Strategies provides
informationa1, educationa1, technica1, referra1 and advocacy services
on chemica1 sensitivity and environmenta1 and pub1ic hea1th issues.
NCEHS tracks the 1atest scientific, research, 1egis1ative, regu1atory,
medica1, 1ega1, disabi1ity and po1icy issues in this emerging pUb1ic
hea1th area in its pub1ication "The De1icate Ba1ance."

NCEHS has testified on the Indoor Air Qua1ity Act before the O.S.
Senate Subcommittee on Superfund, O~ean and Water Protection chaired
by Senator Frank R. Lautenberg. Amendments proposed by NCEHS, inc1ud
ing a "Report to Congress on Chemica1 Sensitivity Disorders," have
been incorporated into the bi11. NCEHS President Mary Lamie11e p1ayed
a critica1 ro1e in the initiation of the 1andmark study of chemica1
sensitivity commissioned by the New Jersey Department of Hea1th. She
a1so served on the externa1 peer review pane1. Ms. Lamie11e, who
pub1ishes "The De1icate Ba1ance," has written on these issues at the
invitation of the President's Committee on Emp10yment of Peop1e With
Disabi1it'ies, the "Indoor Po11ution Law Report" and other pUb1ications.
She serves on the American Pub1ic Hea1th Association's Task Force on
mu1tip1e chemica1 sensitivity.-

# # #
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The Center estimates that hundreds of thousands of Americans are
so debilitated by chemical sensitivity disorders that they have
had to make major lifestyle changes to cope with the illness.
Some of these people, unable to work and unable to find "safe
housing ll , become IIEnvironmental Refugees ll - IIforced to live
nomadic lifestyles ..• often in stripped down mobile homes, or
in old cars, or vans, or tents or sheds -- isolated from interac
tion with society and unable to earn a living or obtain many of
the basic necessities of life."

Many other victims of chemical sensitivities, according to the
Center, are struggling to survive within our polluted society,
living in varying degrees of internal exile, confined to their
homes as if under house arrest. These people do not want to be
isolated from society - they just want to be healthy. Further,
the Center stated concern for the 10 to 20% of the population,
tens of millions of Americans, including children, who may be at
increased risk of becoming tomorrow's environmental refugees.

According to the National Center for Environmental Health Strate
gies, Congress can help stop the cycle of indoor pollution that
is creating increased sensitivity and disability. To do this,
the Center is seeking immediate regulatory responses to set and
enforce minimum ventilation standards in public buildings. These
include restrictions on the use of toxic or allergenic chemicals
in public buildings, including fragrances and pesticides. The
Center also seeks new testing methods for indoor pollutants to
enable researchers to better understand the many pollutants which
can not yet be accurately identified and qualtified.

To break the logjam surrounding chemical sensitivities, the Cen
ter asked Congress to investigate the delays in the recognition
and research of chemical sensitivity disorders and to look into
the ways in which the victims of this illness are being abused by
our medical systems. The Center also seeks emergency assistance
for chemical victims who are currently (or may soon become) home
less and without the means to secure safe housing and uncontami
nated food and water.

===============================
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The Center's major recommendations:

- Require EPA (or possibly the General Accounting Office) to pre
pare a major Report to Congress on Chemical Sensitivity, detail
ing the medical, economic, legal, and socio-political impacts of
these illnesses.

- Require the development of a government-wide registry of chemi
cal sensitivity complaints.

- Require an investigation of possible medical abuses of people
with chemical sensitivities, either through human experimentation
by purported "deprogrammers" or other unproven psychological or
psychoanalytic theories.

- Require an investigation of the role of industry, organized
medicine, insurance companies and government agencies in the
delays in recognizing and funding research on MCS.

- Require a major research initiative to establish methods for
detecting, testing, and quantifying the presence of polar chemi
cal substances.

- Develop a product labeling program which will provide meaning
ful information on individual ingredients as well as total vola
tile organic compounds.

- Prohibit smoking in all pUblic and commercial buildings.

- Prohibit the prophylactic use of pesticides in favor of inte-
grated indoor pest management techniques.

- Ban the use of the pesticide paradichlorobenzene from all de
odorizer products and all non-pesticide products.

- Prohibit the use of toxic or allergenic deodorizers, olfactory
nerve anaesthetics, odor masking agents, or other perception
blockers, as well as the use of perfumes and scents in pUblic
buildings.

- Prohibit the use of scents and perfumes in pUblic buildings for
the purpose of altering the behavior or mood of the occupants.

- Mandate a "right to know" of toxic, sensitizing or allergenic
substances in the contents of all consumer products.

- Mandate full disclosure to a treating physician of the contents
of any consumer product or other source of indoor air quality
concerns relative to an alleged exposure incident.

- Adopt current ASHRAE ventilation standard as a minimum,
national regulatory standard.
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to low levels of environmental
chemicals. Psychologic-psychiatric
conditions, immune function, and
neurotoxic reactions would be mea
sured in these patients and suitable
controls.

The information derived from the
multiclinic study would then be
used to construct a study to deter
mine the prevalence of MCS in the
general population. Epidemiology
also can be used to establish normal
ranges for new types of tests to help
diagnose MCS, the group added.
Populations affected by events in
volving a toxic exposure-for exam
ple, in airtight buildings, industrial
workplaces, and contaminated com
munities-should also be character
ized.

Davis found it "encouraging and
very surprising that people who had

previously been in antagonistic p0
sitions could at least agree on the
outlines of a research program. That
is what NAS is supposed to do."

Karen W. Creedon, manager for
health issues at the Chemical Manu
facturers Association, is pleased
NAS organized this workshop. She
added that CMA very much sup
ports research in this area as long as
it is conducted according to well-de
veloped protorols.

After review by NAS, the recom
mendations of the workshop and
proceedings will be published later
this year. The preliminary workshop
reports do not necessarily represent
the views of NAS. The indoor-air of
fice at EPA may use the workshop
recommendations to try to obtain
funding for research on MCS.

Btttt Hiltman



~ TO EXAMINE~ OF AInS.ED PA.l·.Ll:.l'U.~

The National Center far EnvirODlIaltal Health strategies with the supp::>rt of
Cal.~farnia~ S EnvirODllEntal Health Netwoik is seeking reports of alleged abuses of
patlents WJ.th IIlUltiple chemical sensithity. For example, there is increasing con
cern that research is l:x=ing conducted dl:ring which· people with suspected or diagnosed
multiple cherrdcal sensitivities are being subjected to intentional chemical exposures
which could be harmful. These exposures are based on the unstated and unproven
assumption that multiple chemical sensitivity is a psychiatric disorder.

Some physicians and psychologists may be using treatment techniques that attempt
to "deprogram" people with multiple chemical sensitivities from their concerns that
chemicals may be causing their disabling symptoms or to otherwise indicate that their
symptoms are psychogenic. These care providers nay be well intentioned and believe
that they can help the patient. Nonetheless, the net result is that they are trying
to talk their patients out of an illness and/or exposing them to toxic chendcals in
an attempt to "desensitize" them psychologically from their symptoms."''''

We are partiCUlarly interested in hearing from people l-Tho might have been through
such programs, whether successfully or not. Recognizing that there is some valid /'
interest in theories that MCS is a behavioral sensitization or conditioned response,
we are not offering blanket opposition to valid, scientific research to test these
theories.

However, research which presumes an illness to be psychosomatic, without adequately
evaluating the physiological basis for these illnesses, is on shaky grounds, both
legally and ethically. Therefore, the following considerations are crucial: The
validity of the research design (inClUding elimination of biases through double-blind
testing and other precautions); use of valid "control" groups for comparison purposes;
approval· by relevant In2dical ethics/human experimentation conmittees; fully informed
COnsent from the research subject regarding both the nature of the testing and treat
rents .and the past experience of the researchers with the illness (e.g., How rrany cases
of true MCS have they docurrented? What is their success rate after 12 rronth follow
ups?); and timely and determined follow-up on both successes and failures.

If you are interested in participating in this project, please request a copy of
the ''M:':S PATIENr ABUSE OOfSl'IONNAIRE." If you know someone Who shOUld see this
questionnaire, let us know. To request a copy, write: NCEHS, Attn. MCS Patient Abuse
Questionnaire, 1100 Rural Avenue, Voorhees, New Jersey 08043. Feel free to call and
leave your name and address for a copy of the survey, (609)429-5358.
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the sUbcommittee. My

name is Earon Davis. I am an environmental health consultant located

in Evanston, Illinois, with training in public health and law. I am

here representing Mary Lamielle, Director of the National Center for

Environmental Health Strategies (NCEHS). Mary is unable to be here

today because she must restrict daily activities including attendance

at public meetings such as this one because of severe reactions to

chemicals typically found in indoor environments.

The National Center for Environmental Health Strategies provides

informational, educational, research, advocacy and support services

on chemical sensitivity and other environmental and public health is

sues. We encourage the development and implementation of programs,

products, policies and strategies to assist chemical victims and

protect pUblic health. NCEHS tracks the latest scientific, research,

legislative, regulatory, medical, legal, disability and policy issues

in this emerging public health area and chronicles these developments

in its publication "The Delicate Balance."

We are here today to help focus your attention on health effects

caused by indoor pollution and to provide recommendations for a federal

response to this national problem. The task before this committee is

an urgent one. Indoor pollutants pose a significant pUblic health

hazard to all Americans. We call on you for prompt action to safe

guard the American pUblic from indoor pollution hazards.

A coherent, meaningful federal response to indoor pollution de

pends upon strong, creative legislation focused specifically on in

door air. Although it may be true that statutory authority exists

to address the risks associated with indoor air problems, such an

approach would yield a fragmented program which would fail to respond

to the seriousness of this issue.

A legislative response, an "Indoor Air Quality Act," must mandate

intense efforts toward research and educational services. However, it

must also incorporate health-based regulatory policies within the

,
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progress has been made in making indoor areas safe and accessible for

those disabled by chemical sensitivity. These imperatives demand that

Congress take swift and decisive action in formulating a comprehensive

indoor air program to protect our society and to provide a reasonable

quality of life for those already damaged by indoor pollutants.

In July 1987, the Board on Environmental Studies and Toxicology

at the National Academy of Sciences held a workshop to examine indoor

pollution and chemical sensitivity. Experts at this workshop issued a

now famous, off-the-cuff estimate that "approximately 15 percent of the

U.S. population have an increased allergic sensitivity to chemicals

commonly found in household products, such as detergents, solvents,

pesticides, metals and rubber, thus placing them at increased risk to

disease." The consensus from the meeting--further research is needed

to examine the extent of this pUblic health problem and the role that

indoor pollutants, particularly from consumer products, play in promot

ing chemical sensitivity.

3 years, 8 months later, the National Academy of Sciences held a

second, well-attended and very successful workshop on mUltiple chemical

sensitivity. It may take more than our wishes for this second meeting

to suffer a better fate than the first.

We may be lucky that it took only 3 years, 8 months to hold a

second meeting given the obstacles to investigation and action on

chemical sensitivity from the medical community, industry and insurance

companies among others. The time frame would likely have been much

longer were it not for Chemical Sensitivity: A Report to the New

Jersey State Department of Health, commissioned and issued by the state

health department and authored by Nicholas A. Ashford, Ph.D., J.D.,

Associate Professor of Technology and Policy at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, and Claudia S. Miller, M.D., M.S., of the

University of Texas Health Science Center. The study makes two dozen

recommendations for action to provide assistance to patient popula

tions and to increase understanding of chemical sensitivity. In

addition to a lengthy list of recommendations for a registry; informa-
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We don't want to wait another 3 years, 8 months to act on the

recommendations of this NAS workshop. We can't afford to delay ad

dressing this pressing problem. The politics and economics are too

powerful to expect substantial funding unless Congress demands it.

We need that funding commitment now.

Indoor air legislation must mandate a comprehensive research

program to address chemical sensitivity. As part of this approach,

the legislation should:

* Require EPA to issue a REPORT TO CONGRESS ON CHEMICAL

SENSITIVITY. (Please see Attachment A for a detailed

description.)

* Require the development of a government-vide registry

of chemical sensitivity complaints. This registry will

include complaints by consumers, the public, employees,

and others regarding alleged chemical sensitivities and

mUltiple chemical sensitivities. It shall be cross

referenced by type and name of product or other exposure

source, zip code ~, chemical and trade name of any

known or suspected substances involved, and by severity

of sYmptoms. This registry viII cover pesticide prod

ucts, building materials, furnishings, consumer prod

ucts, personal care products, perfumes, combustion prod

ucts from appliances, and other sources of concern.

* Require an investigation of possible medical abuses of

people with chemical sensitivities and mUltiple chemical

sensitivities, either through human experimentation by

purported ndeprogrammers· or other unproven psychologi

calor psychoanalytic theories. There have been reports

of suicides among totally disabled KCS patients vho have

been denied even subsistence resources due to medical
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life-threatening symptoms from everyday chemical exposures. Pesticides,

particle board, plastics, adhesives, carpeting, dry cleaning chemicals,

paint, varnish, natural gas, detergents, cleaning products, moth balls,

room deodorizers, tobacco smoke, fragrances and fragranced products

are some of the many indoor items which can cause debilitating reac

tions.

Symptoms from chemical sensitivity disorders include mUltiple

complaints such as fatigue, confusion, memory loss, headache,

migraine, seizures, and other neurological difficulties; respiratory

involvement with bronchitis, asthma, and difficulty breathing; muscle

and joint pain and weakness; gastrointestina1 problems such as food

intolerances, nausea, and indigestion; hives, rashes, eczema and

flushing; and cardiovascular complaints such as vasculitis, hyper

tension, and irregular or rapid pulse. Many individuals have allergic

rhinitis, sinusitis, dizziness, vertigo and visual disturbances.

The current levels of pollutants in typical indoor environments

explain in part the difficulty that those with chemical sensitivity

disorders have in accessing public buildings and the difficulty many

have in coping with contaminants in their own home. Many chemical

victims must use activated charcoal filters or masks, respirators,

or oxygen to minimize exposure to indoor contaminants.

Indoor pollutants have produced a population of ENVIRONMENTAL

REFUGEES--people forced to live nomadic lifestyles, a few in special

ly built trailers or homes, but most in stripped down mobile homes,

or in old cars, or vans, or tents or sheds--iso1ated from interaction

with society and unable to earn a living or obtain many of the basic

necessities of life.

However, the majority of people with chemical sensitivity

struggle to survive within society, living lives of INTERNAL EXILE,

living life UNDER HOUSE ARREST; They don't want to be isolated from

society, they just want to be healthy. They struggle against great

odds to live a "normal" lifestyle. They struggle to stay employed--
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known health effects. Yet, the government has failed to ban smoking

in pUblic places. Similarly, the National Academy of Sciences indi

cated in 1981 that "fewer than 20% but perhaps more than 10% of the

general population may be susceptible to formaldehyde and may react

acutely at any concentration." (NAS, Indoor Pollutants) Yet, formal

dehyde is a ubiquitous pollutant which is regulated only at levels

established by HUD for plywood and by OSHA for the industrial work

place. These levels are sufficient to adversely effect large segments

of society.

Formaldehyde is a polar chemical. Scientists have developed

special testing methods to detect and measure its presence. For

thousands of other polar chemicals, however, e.g. alcohols, aldehydes,

terpenes and esters, neither industry nor government has the technol

ogy to measure or confirm their presence. Even industry can't tell

us with absolute certainty the name and concentration of all chemicals

in new carpeting or a fragrance. Thus, under the current EPA focus

on total volatile organic compounds (total VOCs) for product label

ing, we may be providing consumers information which may lack mean

ing or be misleading. A new carpet with lower total VOCs may actu

ally emit one or more highly toxic pollutants which would not be

shown in such a labeling system.

We therefore recommend that indoor air legislation mandate fund

ing of a major research initiative on the part of EPA's Research and

Development group to develop the technology to measure polar chemicals.

This effort should be conducted in conjunction with an ultimate goal

of a national and meaningful product labeling system.

* Fund a major research initiative to establish a method

for detecting, testing, and quantifying the presence

of polar chemical substances.

9



disinfectants are required for health or hygiene purposes, they should

not include additional scents. For some people, "masking" potentially

unhealthful odors may/induce a Person to remain in harmful situations that

they would otherwise be alerted to via the sense of smell. There would

need to be a compelling health reason, not simply a subjective

cosmetic requirement, in order to override the individual's right to

know and right to be free from unreasonable exposures to harmful

substances.

The marketplace is full of deodorizers that shake, spritz, spray

or plug into electrical outlets. These products do not list ingre-

dients. Many consumers believe that these deoo0rizers and scents are

absolutely safe products when indeed they additionally contaminate

indoor air. The pesticide paradichlorobenzene is an ingredient in

some of these products.

* Prohibit the use of scents and perfumes in public

buildings for the purpose of altering the behavior or mood

of the occupants. We lack the technology to identify

the complete chemical makeup of these products. We

have no knowledge on the potential adverse health

impact on the allergic, hypersensitive, chemically

sensitive, or cacosmic individuals.

With relation to consumer products, we would also request that

Congress:

*

*

Mandate a "Right to Knoyn of toxic, sensitizing or

allergenic substances in the contents of all consumer

products.

Mandate full disclosure to a treating physician of the

contents of any consumer product or other source of indoor

air quality concerns relative to an alleged exposure

incident.
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office environments, one can expect to find large numbers of people who

are not in excellent health and who may be in one or more high risk

groups for health effects of indoor pollutants. These include but

are not limited to infants and children, the elderly, those with

chronic respiratory or cardiovascular disease, those with known or

unknown liver and kidney disorders, and those with allergies and

chemical sensitivities. Permissible exposure levels must talce these

populations into consideration.

Indoor air pollution is the health threat of the 90's. Action is

needed. Those with chemical sensitivity suffer daily from polluted

indoor air. We strongly support a legislative initiative. All

Americans will benefit.

This testimony is respectfully submitted by Mary Lamielle, Director

and President, National Center for Environmental Health Strategies,

Voorhees, New Jersey, (609)429-5358, and NCEHS advisor Earon S. Davis,

J.D., M.P.H., Evanston, Illinois, (708)475-8620.

We thank you for the opportunity to present this testimony.

We would be pleased to provide any additional information you may

require.
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ATTACHMENT A

REPORT TO CONGRESS ON CHEMICAL SENSITIVITY:

We propose that EPA prepare a report to Congress to review the

following aspects of chemical sensitivity disorders, including

mUltiple chemical sensitivities, as a heal,th effect of chemical ex

posure, both in terms of what may cause the underlying sensitivity

disorders and what may cause or trigger symptoms in individuals who

have these disorders:

1. Epidemiologic data and other information regarding the prevalence,

severity, and etiology of these types of illnesses.

2. Medical and scientific data pertinent to the etiology, presence

of markers, biochemical mechanisms, and other scientific and

quasi scientific data on these illnesses.

3. A complete survey and assessment of the policies of all federal

agencies, including the military, regarding chemical sensitivity

disorders, whether in written policy statements, patterns in

administrative decisions, or in practice.

4. Past, current and planned research and other studies at the federal,

state, local and international levels on these illnesses.

5. Availability and usefulness of whatever methods of treatment,

avoidance, or coping with these illnesses may exist.

6. A thorough explanation and consideration of the economic, social,

psychological, housing, employment, legal, and other needs of people

with various chemical sensitivity disorders, including mUltiple

chemical sensitivities, whether of known or unknown etiology,

including but not limited to the fOllowing:

a. How the medical community is responding to people who

claim to have these illnesses.

b. Social and psychological ramifications of these illnesses.

c. Economic impacts of these illnesses upon those suffering



D.S. Environmental Protection Agency and other federal agencies as

appropriate.

We commend EPA's Indoor Air Division for substantial progress

during this past year. Projects nearing completion including two

guidance manuals for public and commercial buildings; a manual for

preventing indoor air problems in new home construction; and a model

indoor air management plan for school districts are all desperately

needed, and we anxiously await their completion and publication. We

hope that these documents will begin to address the complex array of

indoor air problems and the health concerns of the pUblic. We also

applaud the division for funding the successful workshop on multiple

chemical sensitivity convened by the National Academy of Sciences in

March 1991. Nevertheless, we need a legislative mandate to ensure

that interest will not wane; that politics and economic interests

will not interfere; and that funds will continue to be available for

research, educational, and regulatory programs. It is equally impor

tant that the approach to indoor environments be a broad-based federal

initiative, coordinated but not dominated by one agency.

NCEHS testified before the Superfund , Ocean and Water Protection

Subcommittee chaired by Senator Frank R. Lautenberg on May 5, 1989, on

the needs of sensitive and high risk populations. Chemical sensitivity

has achieved much greater visibility since that time, but very little

has happened to assist those affected. At NCEHS we are aware of the

increasing numbers of people who have joined the ranks of the chemical

ly sensitive. We received over five hundred new contacts a month from

affected individuals during this past year. We received nearly five

hundred letters during the week following a brief appearance on the

TODAY show alone. NCEHS director Mary Lamielle has personally spoken

with well over a thousand people. Calls and letters from the environ

mentally disabled can be overwhelming.

Despite the urgency, very little progress has been made in clean

ing up indoor spaces which are making people sick. Very little
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tional programs; clinical and health care services; access to health

and disability insurance and worker's compensation; and employment

opportunities, it also calls for workplace accommodations; suitable

housing and half-way houses; and protective regulatory policies includ

ing the concept of "environmentally acceptable areas" so that those

who are sensitive to environmental contaminants can achieve greater

participation in society.

For its efforts in commissioning the Ashford and Miller study,

the New Jersey Department of Health received the World Health Organiza

tion's Macedo Award in recognition of outstanding leadership in ad

dressing this public health concern. The study itself has created

a national momentum. In many ways it has made chemical sensitivity a

more credible phenomenon. The report has influenced legal and policy

decisions. One major goal of the study was to mitigate the cross-fire

within the medical community. However, from the responses to date, the

additional credibility has also given rise to increased opposition from

those who are hostile to recognition of the illness. For example, in

its briefing paper on chemical sensitivity, the Chemical Manufacturer's

Association has taken the position that mUltiple chemical sensitivity

is a psychiatric problem. The CMA statement indicates that "the prinary

impact on society would be the huge cost associated with the legit

imization of environmental illness." CMA has encouraged the forma

tion of a coalition of manufacturers of pesticides, soaps and deter

gents; medical associations; insurance companies; the aerospace indus

try; automobile manufacturers; the chamber of commerce and others

who have "an interest in placing environmental illness in its proper

perspective."

At the National Academy of Sciences workshop, March 20-21, 1991,

there was a clear consensus among the nearly 50 attendees that research

needs to proceed in this area. Priorities include the development of

an environmental control unit and studies of the adaptation-de-adapta

tion hypothesis. The NAS workshop is a clear statement that there is

no proof to substantiate claims that MCS is psychogenic.
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evaluators who claim that KCS does not exist. There

is also at least one report of a death related to a

pilot who was sent back to work in spite of severe

chemical sensitivities which had previously caused him

to fall asleep while piloting his plane. <"BAD CHEMISTRY,"

KOED, San Francisco)

* Require an investigation of the role of industry, organ

ized medicine, insurance companies and government agencies

in the delays in recognizing and funding research on KCS.

When NCEHS testified before the Superfund, Ocean and Water

Protection Subcommittee in 1989, we spoke of the tens of thousands of

people who are so debilitated by chemical sensitivity disorders that

they have had to make major lifestyle changes to cope with the illness.

These are just the tip of the iceberg. There are hundreds of thousands,

perhaps millions more--the walking wounded--people trudging along, try

ing to get by from day to day, having great difficulty at work, at

home, or during other activities. Many are unaware that their chronic

complaints are either caused or exacerbated by their own surroundings.

From classrooms in North Dakota to metropolitan hospitals, from

Fortune 500 companies to EPA Headquarters, and in private residences

across America, people are becoming ill from the complex array of

chemicals in building materials, furnishings, and consumer products.

Some people with chemical sensitivity become ill from a specific

contaminant in the indoor environment--from particle board, or new

carpeting and adhesives, or home insulation, or termite treatments.

Many others have chronic exposures, a slow and subtle poisoning.

Regardless of the triggering contaminant(s), known or unknown, most

indoor environments are a nightmare for those who have chemical

sensitivity disorders.

Individuals with this illness suffer from a wide range of mild to
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frequently an impossibility; to find suitable housing and furnish

ings; to discover acceptable consumer products; to keep families

together and to maintain friendships; to participate in the community.

These are usually difficult, frequently impossible. They live in a

society incompatible with their basic needs and rights. Those sensi

tive to chemical and environmental pollutants are an ever-growing

population--they may be your neighbors, your friends, perhaps yourself.

Avoidance of indoor pollutants is critical for the chemically

sensitive. Continued exposure for those who are now only mildly

sensitive may contribute to greater and greater levels of disability.

Chemical sensitivity may be a preventable disability. Reduction of

indoor contaminants through the use of less toxic products; integrated

pest management; bans on smoking and on the use of deodorizers and

fragranced products; increased ventilation and similar policies will

make public places accessible for the sensitive and more healthful

for everyone.

Americans have a right to healthful indoor air. Yet, they find

themselves innocent victims of the proliferation of toxic, pollution

emitting consumer products and inadequate building design and manage

ment. Information for consumers is inadequate; government regulations

are generally absent or not enforced; and the scientific component

is in its infancy.

The public is starved for information and guidance on indoor air

issues. The calls and letters we receive at NCEHS reflect the over

whelming concerns of the public--concerns over mercury in paint;

"safe" carpeting; pesticide exposures; and on and on. People want

desperately to keep their family out of harm's way, but they have

limited access to information they can trust to help them evaluate

the risks involved.

And, the message may be very contradictory. Tobacco smoke is a

major indoor pollutant, perhaps the major indoor pollutant given its

8



* Deve10p a product 1abe1ing technique which wi11 provide

meaningfu1 information on individua1 ingredients as we11

as tota1 vo1ati1e organic compounds.

We would now like to present a list of recommended prohibitions

regarding the use of specific consumer products in public and commer

cial buildings. These prohibitions would significantly reduce indoor

pollution; protect pUblic health and well-being; decrease the risk of

illnesses associated with indoor exposures particularly for those who

are chemically sensitive. These recommendations include:

*

*

*

*

Prohibit indoor smoking in a11 pub1ic and commercia1

bui1dings.

Prohibit the prophy1actic use of pesticides in favor of

integrated pest management techniques for a11 federa1

faci1ities, indoors and outdoors, and promote the use

of integrated pest management techniques for a11 pUb1ic

and commercia1 bui1dings.

Ban the use of the pesticide paradich1orobenzene from a11

deodorizer products and a11 non-pesticide products. EPA

has known for some time that paradich1orobenzene is a

possib1e human carcinogen. EPA has ca1cu1ated the risk,

and the risk is high. The pesticide has no known benefits.

It mere1y hides poor hygiene.

Prohibit the use of toxic or a11ergenic deodorizers,

o1factory nerve anaesthetics, odor masking agents, or

other perception b1ockers, as we11 as the use of perfumes

and scents in pub1ic bui1dings.

Many peop1e with chemical sensitivity experience debi1itating

symptoms from deodorizing agents being pumped through building

venti1ation systems or spritzed into rooms. In the event that

10



Polluting products and furnishings are impacting on our ability

to create and maintain energy-efficient buildings. Until we can

minimize pollution levels from indoor sources, it is imperative that

Congress mandate minimum ventilation standards.

* Adopt the current ASHRAE ventilation standard as a

minimum, national regulatory standard.

The ASHRAE standard would be regarded as a minimum since the

standard is not designed to protect the health of all individuals,

but just the health of 80% of the D.S. population. Any ASHRAE-based

indoor air standard would have to be modified to accommodate sus

ceptible populations including the allergic, asthmatic, chemically

sensitive and those with breathing and lung disorders. Furthermore,

compliance with the standard must not in any way limit liability of

building owners or managers. It will not ensure a healthful building,

but rather serve as a starting point toward that end.

We would additionally recommend that indoor air legislation

prohibit the procurement or use of products that contain carcinogens

and/or unreasonable or toxic substances by the General Services

Administration and by all federal agencies. Such legislation should

also fund research initiatives which would move toward establishing

specific requirements for the purchase of building materials, furnish

ings, and supplies. For example, Washington state recently establish

ed emissions criteria regarding levels of formaldehyde, total VOCs and

4-PCH (4-phenylcyclohexene) in furnishings purchased for several

new office buildings.

We must also work toward establishing meaningful "permissible

exposures levels" for public buildings and the office workplace.

Again and again, people are sick in buildings for which the expo

sure levels for indoor contaminants are within the "normal" range.

We need to act to establish realistic exposure levels rather than

perpetuating a "blame the victim" attitude in such instances. In

12



ATTAcmUiNT A {CONT.

from them as well as upon employers, family members,

parents, and society in general.

d. How the various government and non-government entitlement,

insurance, and other compensation systems [including

federal and other disability retirement programs, state

and federal workers compensation systems, etc.] are

dealing with these illnesses.

e. How people with these illnesses are faring in the legal

systems, including personal injury, toxic tort, and

products liability litigation.

f. How people with these illnesses are faring in terms of

securing reasonable accommodations in housing, work

place, and other settings.

g. How people with these illnesses are faring in requests

for supportive and rehabilitative services.

7. A detailed statement of the research needs in this area and a

plan for the implementation of those specific research proposals,

both within EPA and in other agencies.

8. Detailed recommendations on what various federal and state

agencies can and should do to better meet the various needs of

people with chemical sensitivity disorders, both in terms of

prevention of these illnesses, proper early identification of

those with the illness or those with high risk factors, and in

the provision of medical and non medical services to those already

with the illness.

9. A detailed evaluation of the legal, economic (both costs and

benefits), and ethical implications of chemical sensitivity

disorders for all current federal regulatory systems and standards

pertaining to chemicals, focusing on whether and how these

regulatory systems can protect people with mUltiple chemical

sensitivities. Systems and standards to be considered include,

but are not limited to, all those involving the full range of

outdoor environmental protection of the air, water, toxics,

hazardous waste, etc., in addition to occupational, product, trans

portation, housing, food and drug, and military standards.



NATIONAL CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH STRATEGIES

"The Delicate Balance"

1100 Rural Avenue
Voorhees, New Jersey 08043

(609}429-5358

Dear Friend:

Thank you for your request for information on chemical sensitiv-
ity.

Chemical sensitivity is an emerging public health problem. Ac
cording to a recent study commissioned by the New Jersey Department
of Health, "existing evidence does suggest that chemical sensitivity
is increasing and could become a large problem with significant ec
onomic consequences related to the disablement of productive members
of society."

Chemical sensitivity may develop following an acute chemical
exposure. Once ill, individuals experience a wide range of mild to
disabling symptoms from an increasing number of everyday substances
and products at lower and lower exposure levels. Pesticides; parti
cle board; plastics; carpeting and adhesives; toxic and fragranced
cleaning products; paints and varnishes; gasoline and diesel fumes;
tobacco smoke; dry cleaning fluids; detergents; newsprint; room
deodorizers; cosmetics; and fragrances and fragranced items are
some of the products that can make one sick and trigger reactions
upon reexposure. Every system in the body can be affected. Symptoms
may include fatigue, mental confusion, short term memory problems;
respiratory difficulties; irregular or rapid heartbeat; skin dis
orders; headache, nausea and flu-like symptoms; sinusitis; muscle
and joint pain and inflammation; and gastrointestinal complaints.

Those who develop chemical sensitivity may need to adjust their
daily life and lifestyle to cope with the illness. Many people min
imize or avoid exposures which trigger disabling reactions by select
ing less toxic products or by substituting less symptom-producing
products. Our clearinghouse, referral and support services can help
with these critical decisions.

The National Center for Environmental Health Strategies provides
clearinghouse, technical, referral, support and advocacy services for
the public and those with environmentally and occupationally-induced
illnesses. NCEHS is intimately involved in the elimination or min
imization of toxic exposures in the home, workplace, school and out
door environment. We are dedicated to creating a climate that will
allow those damaged by toxic exposures to get a diagnosis and to take
action before they become disabled and to help those who are disabled
achieve a reasonable quality of life.



NATIONAL CENTER FOR ENVIKONMENTAL HEALTH STftAT~~!~S

"The Delicate Balance"

1100 Rural Avenue
Voorhees, New Jersey 08043

(609)429-5358

P RES S R E LEA S E April 5, 1991

For more information:

Mary Lamielle, President
(609)429-5358

RE: HUD RECOGNIZES CHEMICAL SENSITIVITY AS A DISABILITY

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development has officially

recognized mUltiple chemical sensitivity (MCS) as a disability entitling

those with chemical sensitivity to reasonable accommodations under

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and under Title VIII of the

Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988. This position is detailed in

correspondence from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop

ment to Senator Frank R. Lautenberg (D-NJ), dated 26 October 1990, in

response to a request for a policy statement from Mary Lamielle, Presi

dent of the National Center for Environmental Health Strategies (NCEHS).

HUD has facilitated accommodations for the chemically sensitive on

a case-by-case basis for some time. Accommodations will now be available

to all those with chemical sensitivity. The agency does not have a

written policy that sets forth specific requirements for accommodations

for the chemically sensitive. As with all disabilities, housing

providers are required to provide reasonable accommodations unless

those accommodations would cause an undue financial and administrative

burden or would result in a fundamental alteration in the nature of the

program or activity.

Information on chemical sensitivity has.been disseminated by HUD

officials at Section 504 Town Meetings across the country in an effort

to make housing providers aware of the needs of those with chemical

sensitivities. The agency is planning to issue formal guidance to its

regional and field offices. NCEHS will be kept advised as HUD develops

such guidelines.
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Washington, D.e. 20410-1000

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
LEGISLATION ANO CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS OCT 26

1"-('"
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Honorable Frank R. Lautenberg
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-3002

Dear Senator Lautenberg:

Thank you for your letter of October 11, 1990 regarding your
constituent, Mary Lamielle, and her request that the Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) prepare a written policy
acknowledging those people who are chemically sensitive as a
disabled population deserving reasonable accommodation with
regard to exposure to chemicals.

HUD presently recognizes Multiple Chemical Sensitivity (MCS)
as a disability entitling those with chemical sensitivities to
reasonable accommodation under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973. People with MCS are also recognized as disabled
under Title VIII of the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988.
However, because of the unique nature of MCS and the limitless
variety of chemical sensitivities possible, HUD has not written a
policy that sets forth specific required reasonable accommodation
for this disability. Instead, we have acknowledged chemical
sensitivity as a disability and accommodated those with various
hypersensitivities on a case-by-case basis. As with all
disabilities, housing providers are required to provide
reasonable accommodations to chemically sensitive individuals,
unless those accommodations would cause an undue financial and
administrative burden or would result in a fundamental alteration
in the nature of the program or activity.

Information about MCS has been disseminated at recent HUD
Section 504 Town Meetings in an effort to make housing providers
more aware of the needs of those with this disability,. To better
assure that HUD staff and the public are aware of the need to
treat this condition as a disability, HUD is also planning to
issue formal guidance on this matter to its Regional and Field
Offices.
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"The Delicate Balance ll

1100 Rural Avenue
Voorhees, NJ 08043

(609) 429-5358

P RES S R E LEA S E April 10, 1991

Contact: Mary Lamielle, President
(609) 429-5358

Earon Davis, J.D., M.P.H.
(708) 475-8620

CENTER URGES COMPREHENSIVE INDOOR POLLUTION LEGISLATION TO

BREAK CURRENT LOGJAM ON CHEMICAL SENSITIVITY QUESTION

In congressional testimony today, the National Center for
Environmental Health strategies urged passage of an indoor air
quality law that would mandate both immediate action against
known indoor pollution health hazards and intensive research
efforts to identify other indoor hazards which are not yet under
stood.

The National Center for Environmental Health strategies, directed
by Mary Lamielle, is a national, non-profit organization. Its
testimony was presented by environmental health consultant Earon
s. Davis, J.D., M.P.H. before the u.s. House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment (Chaired by California
Congressman Henry A. Waxman).

The Center focused much of its attention on chemical sensitivity
disorders, the topic of a recent National Academy of Sciences
workshop. Citing the workshop's consensus that research was
needed in this area, the Center's spokesperson, Earon s. Davis,
J.D., M.P.H., asked that the victims of these disorders not be
kept waiting lIanother 3 years and eight months ll before Congress
mandates the research previously recommended by a July 1987
National Academy of Sciences workshop.

Even the National Academy of Sciences workshop consensus will not
result in funding for chemical sensitivity research, according to
Mr. Davis. The Center urges a legislative mandate on this issue
to ensure that interest will not wane; that medical politics and
economic interests will not interfere; and that funds will be
available for research, educational, and regulatory programs.
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More information on NCEHS

The National Center for Environmental Health strategies provides
informational, educational, research, advocacy and support ser
vices on chemical sensitivity and other environmental and public
health issues. The Center tracks the latest scientific research,
legislative, regulatory, medical, legal, disability and policy
issues and chronicles them in its pUblication, "The Delicate Bal
ance."

The Center has testified on the Indoor Air Quality Act before the
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Superfund, Ocean and Water Protection
chaired by Senator Frank Lautenberg. Amendments proposed by the
Center, including a "Report to Congress on Chemical Sensitivity
Disorders," were incorporated into the Bill. The Center's presi
dent, Mary Lamielle, played a critical role in the initiation of
the landmark Ashford and Miller study of chemical sensitivity
commissioned by the New Jersey Department of Health. She also
served on the external peer review panel for that document.

Ms. Lamielle, who publishes "The Delicate Balance," has written
on these issues at the invitation of the President's Committee on
EmploYment of People with Disabilities, the "Indoor Pollution Law
Report" and other pUblications. She serves on the American Pub
lic Health Association's task force on mUltiple chemical sensiti-
vity. -

Earon S. Davis is an environmental health consultant located in
Evanston, Illinois. He is an advisor to the Center and is con
sidered a leading national expert on the legal and policy aspects
of chemical sensitivity, indoor pollution, and other topics. Mr.
Davis has spoken at numerous conferences, served on review and
workshop panels for various government agencies, and haS pub
lished several articles on chemical sensitivity and indoor pollu
tion. Mr. Davis was a participant at the recent National Academy
of Sciences workshop on mUltiple chemical sensitivity.



The Center's major recommendations:

- Require EPA (or possibly the General Accounting Office) to pre
pare a major Report to Congress on Chemical Sensitivity, detail
ing the medical, economic, legal, and socio-political impacts of
these illnesses.

- Require the development of a government-wide registry of chemi
cal sensitivity complaints.

- Require an investigation of possible medical abuses of people
with chemical sensitivities, either through human experimentation
by purported "deprogrammers" or other unproven psychological or
psychoanalytic theories.

- Require an investigation of the role of industry, organized
medicine, insurance companies and government agencies in the
delays in recognizing and funding research on MCS.

- Require a major research initiative to establish methods for
detecting, testing, and quantifying the presence of polar chemi
cal substances.

- Develop a product labeling program which will provide meaning
ful information on individual ingredients as well as total vola
tile organic compounds.

- Prohibit smoking in all public and commercial buildings.

- Prohibit the prophylactic use of pesticides in favor of inte
grated indoor pest management techniques.

- Ban the use of the pesticide paradichlorobenzene from all de
odorizer products and all non-pesticide products.

- Prohibit the use of toxic or allergenic deodorizers, olfactory
nerve anaesthetics, odor masking agents, or other perception
blockers, as well as the use of perfumes and scents in pUblic
buildings.

- Prohibit the use of scents and perfumes in pUblic buildings for
the purpose of altering the behavior or mood of the occupants.

- Mandate a "right to know" of toxic, sensitizing or allergenic
substances in the contents of all consumer products.

- Mandate full disclosure to a treating physician of the contents
of any consumer product or other source of indoor air quality
concerns relative to an alleged exposure incident.

- Adopt current ASHRAE ventilation standard as a minimum,
national regulatory standard.
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Accommodating the Chemically Sensitive
The 1973 Rehabilitation Act requires covered

employers to make reasonable accommodations for
employees with disabilities, but the needs of work
ers with chemical sensitivities often are overlooked.
The increase in the number of illnesses due to
inadequate ventilation and indoor contaminants,
however. is forcin, employers to deal with the
problem.

Infof'rMtion scarce
Due in large pan to lack of knowledge about

indoor contaminants and chemically-induced ill
nesses. many employers are reluctant to hire or
accommodate employees with chemical sensitivities
and most companies do not have a policy concem
in, this issue, accordinl to Mary Lamielle, Direc
tor of the National Center for Environmental
Health Strate,ies. In addition, there are no estab
lished procedures or formal ,uidelines concerning
individuals who are sensitive to chemicals.

Employers tend to see chemically sensitive em
ploy~ as liabilities. Lamielle says that instead,
employers should take the opponunity to improve
the work environment for all of their workers. "It"s
COlt effective to keep ,the workforce healthy and
productive.,•. she points out. and suuests that em-

Auguet3.1••

ployers examine the work environment to diJcover
how thinp such as ventilation. housekeepinl, and
refurbishina activities affect their wor~orce. Many
people with chemical disabilities. Lamielle sa)'S,
can be "accommodated with a little creativity and
common sense at minimal expense."

Sugg.stion'forA~~'Uon'

The followina are suUestions for accommodat
in, employees with chemical sensitivities:

• Chan,in, job schedules. institutinl ftex time,
relocatinl durin, renovations. or reassilninl job
duties that involve a hilh eXpolure to chemicals:

• Providin, an environment that is free of pollu
tants such as smoke. pesticides. or enaust fumes:

• Givinl the employee an office with a window
that opens: and

• Educatinl co-workers and supervison about
the nature of the employee's condition 10 that
ne,ative attitudes do not compound the problem.

Employers can obtain funher information on
contaminants and chemical sensitivities from the
National Center for Environmental Health Strate
lies. 1100 Rural Ave.• Voorhecs. NJ. 08043: Tel.
609~29-S3S8. (Wo,.lcli/e. Summer 1989. Presi
dent's Committee on Employment of People with
Disabilities, Suite 636, 1111 20th Street N.W.,
Washinlton, D.C. 20036)

Reprinted with permission, The Bureau of National Affairs, Washington, DC 20036

I 5epterrrber 1989

Duling with Sensitive Employees. Few companies have formal policies or
guidelines for dealing with employees who are sensitive to chemicals. accord
ing to Mary Lamielle, director of the National Center for Environmental Health
Strategies. Ms. Lamielle suggests four ways that employers can accommodate
these ef11)loyees:

• Changing job schedules. relocating during renovations or reassigning job
duties that involve a high level of exposure to chemicals;-

• Providing and maintaining a woft( environment free of pollutants such as
smoke, pesticides and exhaust fumes;

• Providing offices with windows that open; and
• Educating co-woft(ers and supervisors about the nawre of the employee's

condition.

Reprinted with permission, Indoor Pollution law Report, Washington, IX: 20036
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PERSONS WHO ARE SENSITIVE TO INDOOR POLLUTANTS WANT EMPLOYERS TO
BECOME MORE ACCOMMODATING

Mary Lamielle, President of the National Center for Environmental
Health Strategies, based in Voorhees, NJ, was one of the 3,300 in
vitees to the Americans with Disabilities Act signing ceremony at
The White House on July 26th. Ms. Lamielle, who described the
invitation as a "very special honor," ironically could not attend
because of her disability. She suffers from debilitating symptoms
from indoor and outdoor pollutants, anything from gasoline to
pesticides to perfumes.

A national advocate for "the chemically sensitive," Ms. Lamielle
has fought long and hard for recognition of the overwhelming needs
of this disabled population. She initiated a major study of
chemical sensitivity commissioned by the New Jersey Department of
Health; testified before the U.S. Senate on the Indoor Air Quality
Act; and wrote a series of articles for the President's Committee
on Employment of People with Disabilities.

Ms. Lamielle hopes that the Americans with Disabilities Act will
expand the narrowed horizons of those with environmental sensitivi
ties in the employment arena and in access to public buildings.
The law will require employes and policy makers to respond to the
need for reasonable accommodations for those who must minimize ex
posures to certain building materials, furnishings and consumer
products--from pesticides to particle board to toxic cleaning
products. These accommodations can frequently be made at little
or no additional cost.

Many with chemical sensitivity, notes Ms. Lamielle, must live as
"environmental refugees," as though under house arrest, unable to
access public bui Id ings. "We're a new challenge," she adds. "A
challenge to clean up pollutants in the offices and buildings of
America so that those with this disability can achieve full par
ticipation in society. The ADA will help us achieve this goal."

Ms. Lamielle lists the following as reasonable accommodations for
those disabled by chemical sensitivity disorders:

o An office with a window that opens.

o A work environment free of pollutants such as tobacco smoke,
pesticides, toxic cleaning products and exhaust fumes.

o Early notification about planned pesticide or special cleaning
schedules, and the option to work at home or to change work hours
to avoid these irritants.

o Schedule options so the people affected can work when fewer co
workers are present, when the ventilation system is working at
its peak, or where surroundings are less problematic.

(Please turn over)
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Dealing with Employees Whose Job Really
Makes Them Sick

Many people joke about how they are sick of their
jobs. They can laugh about it, but people with
chemical sensitivities find it no laughing matter.
The smell of a cleaning solution that lingers or an
inefficient ventilation system that docsn't bring in
enough fresh air can trigger serious discomfort and
even j11ness.

With these problems in mind, I spoke recently with
Mary Lamielle, who directs the National Center for
Environmental Health Strategies. Mary is herself
afflicted with these sensitivities and has been work
ing long and hard for the past fewy~ to educate
employers and, as needed, prod lawmakers to
respond to problems she and others face. In particu
lar, she advocates the use of work at home and other
flexible work arrangements to help accommodate
these needs:

Telecommuting Review: What's the magnitude of
these problems and why should employ~be con-
cerned? .

Mary Lamielle: According to the National Research
Council, an estimated 15% of the U.S. population is
sensitive to indoor pollutants. These people have
reactions that range from mild discomfort to debili
tating symptoms such as eye, nose and throat irrita
tion, breathing difficultics, nausea and fatigue.
Those with multiple chemical sensitivities can
experience chronic and disabling reactions that
virtually make it impossible for them to work in an
office setting.

We think employers should be concerned because of
the hidden but no doubt significant toll these prob
lems take on workers' productivity, and because the
lack of accommodation means that up to 15% of the
poteDtiallabor pool is out of reach.

Is this Q new problem?

No, DOt really. Unfortunately, we've always known
that some people are mOle susceptible to these
chemicals than others. What seems to have aggra
vated the problem is the energy crisis of the 1970's,
which led to the use of sealed windows and heavier
insulation to cut energy costs. The side effect of
these changes is that we created indoor air pollution
because there was no way to let in fresh air, and
because chemical iIritants build up inside. The
continued growth in the use of plastics, solvents,
formaldehyde, pesticides, and even strong cleaning
solutions also contribute to the problems.

EztJctly what Iuzppe1u to people who are bothered
by these. indoor air qutJlity problems? '

Well, some just experience irritation or discOmfort
that is relatively minor, and which they may not
even attribute to the building or to chemicals in usc.
The more severe problem is multiple chemical
sensitivities (MCS), in which one or more irritants
actually start to overwhelm the immune system.

The central nervous system can also be affected, as
well as leading to skin, muscle, heart, or respiratory
problems. These are not just minor rashes or a
slight cough; we're talking about symptoms that
might include hypertension, short term memory
loss, joint paiD and weakness, and more. The
symptoms and seVerity vary from person to person
and from exposure~ exposure.

What are the subsUUICU that cause these problems,
fJIId how tozic are they?

Surprisingly, they run the gamut from solvents and
pesticides all the way 10 paint, carpeting, carpet
adhesive, deodorizers, tobacco smoke, certain
plastica, and eveD certain fragrances. A substance
that many people might barely notice can turn out to
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Hypersensitivity to Chemicals
Called Rising Health Problem
Some Cannot Adapt to 1IJw Doses of Toxies, Study Says

By Micbael We_opf
W....... _ SlaIfW_

Hypersensitivity to low levels of toxic
chemicals is a serious and growing medical
problem. threatening to cause "significant
economic consequences" by disabling large
num~ of otherwise healthy people. ac
cording to the most comprehensive study
yet of the condition.

The nature and extent of "chemical sen
sitivity" has been debated by medical ex
perts for years. A National Academy of Sci
ences workshop in 1987 estimated that 15
percent of the population may suffer such
wide-ranging symptoms as headaches.
breathing problems. irregular heart beat
and ~rientation as a result of exposure to
~Is. And ~. emerging group of phy
s~ called clinical ecologists treat pa
bents as chemically sensitive.

But the established medical community
has .~ the problems u psychoeo
!n8tic or undiagnosed allergies. complicat
Ing efforts by patients to claim health insur
ance and disability payments or persuade
employers to improve working conditions.

Seeking to clarify the issue and remove
victims from the "cross-fire" of legal and
medical debate, the report. prepared for the
New jersey Department of Health. con
cl~ that scientific data are "highly sug
gestIVe" that chemical sensitivity is a real
medical problem and cast "serious doubts
on the detractions offered by many critics."

"The existing evidence does suggest that
chemical sensitivity is increasing and could
become. a large problem with significant
econonuc ccmsequeuces related to the dia
ablement of productive members of soci
etyt said authors Nicholas A. Ashford. as
soaate professor of technology and policy
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy. and Claudia S. Miller of the University
of Texas Health Science Center.

Drawing on scientific data and interviews
with medical experts and patients. the au
thors attempt to distinguish chemical sen
sitivity from conventional allergies and from
the responses of normal people eXposed to
high concentrations of chemicals.

Although chemical sensitivity is often
brought on by a heavy dose of chemicals.
h~th problems recur after exposures to
different substances at lower and lower lev
els.

The report traces the rise of sensitivity
to the proliferation of synthetic chemicals in
cons~ products, furnishings and con
struction materials since World WarII and
the move to conserve energy in the 19701
by restricting air flow in "tight" buildings.
Few of the hundreds of cbemicals that have
been found to be dangerous are regulated.

Four groups of people were identified as
most sensitive to tiny doees of chemicals:

• Occupants of tight buildings who are ex
posed to gases discharged by furniture. of
fice equipment and construction materials.
Indoor pollutants include perfumes. m0th
balls, insecticides and new carpets.
• induStrial workers whO bandle chemic:aIs..
• Residents of communities near toxic
wate sites. diesel fumes or pesticide spray-
ing. .
• Individuals who have random contact
with chemicals in the air, consumer prod
ucts, food and drugs.

The report said everyone adapts at some
level to environmental irritants. but sensi
tive people appear to reach a threshold at
which the "total load" of biological and
chemical stresses reaches a "saturation"
point, prompting health disorders.

No one knows why the chemically sen
sitive have a lower threshold than normal
people. but the most commonly cited expla
nations involve the immune. nervous and
hormonal systems. according to the report.

Interviews with many patients "seem to
suggest the loes of an intangible capacity to
adapt. parts of which may be temporary and
recoverable, others of which msy not: the
authors said.

The study grew out of efforts by the New
Jersey Legislature to deal with the growing
problems of the chemically sensitive. Mary
Lamiel1e. president of the Natioaal Center
for Environmental Health Strategies in
Vool'hees, NJ•• pressed for the study and
called its findings "a major leap forward."

In a separate study for releue next week,
the Environmental Protection AgeN::y fOUDd
houIehold levels of pesticides-the chemi
cals implicated in the most serious and per
sistent cases of sensitivity-dozens of times
higher than outdoor concentrations.

The EPA's study monitored indoor and
outdoor levels of 32 garden and household
pesticides in nearly 4.000 houses in Jack
sonvil1e. Fla.. and Springfield, Mass. Such
chemicals as the termiticide chlordane. a
carcinegen. and the garden chemical. ch1o
ropyrifos. a neurotoxin. were found at much
higher levels indoors than outdoors.
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Chemical sensitivity is a serious medical
condition which is increasing in incidence
and threatening to disable large segments of
society according to a landmark study issued
by the New Jersey Department of Health.

The report indicates that chemical sensitiv
ity does "exist as a serious health and envi
ronmental problem" and that it could have
"significant economic consequences related to
the disablement of productive members of
society." It calls for action from the public and
private sector at the state and federal level to
address this emerging public health problem.

"Chemical Sensitivity: A Report to the New
Jersey Department of Health", authored by
Nicholas A. Ashford, Ph.D, J.D., of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
Oaudia S. Miller, M.D., M.S., of the Univer
sity of Texas Health Science Center, is the
first comprehensive review of this potentially
debilitating illness. The 162-page study
examines pop.ulations affected, the scientific
and medical evidence regarding the nature
and scope of the problem, and the policy
issues which state and federal agencies must
address to begin to meet the needs faced by
patient populations and the public at large.

The study identifies four populations at
greatest risk of toxic exposU!es which may
induce chemical sensitivityi

• industrial workers, primarily men
between 20 and 65 years ol.d;

• occupants of "tight buildings" including
office workers and school children;

• residents of communities with contami
nated air or water.

• individuals with significant personal
exposures to chemicals in the air, water,
consumer products, food or drugs.

Once ill, these individuals experience a

Updating the
Issues on
Chemical
Sensitivity
by Mary Lamielle

wide range of mild to disabling symptoms
from an increasing number of everyday
chemical exposures and products at lower
and lower exposure levels.

The researchers make two dozen recom
mendations intended to provide assistance to
patient populations and to increase under
standing of chemical sensitivity. These
research, program, and policy initiatives
respond to the patient and public need
identified in a petition presented to the New
Jersey Department of Health by the National
Center for Environmental Health Strategies
(NCEHS). The recommendations include:

• a registry for the chemically sensitive;
• information programs;
• clinical and health care services;
• access to health and disability insurance

and worker's compensation;
• employment opportunities, workplace

accommodations and vocational rehabilita
tion services;

• suitable housing and half-way houses;
• protective regulatory policies including

the concept of "environmentally acceptable
areas" so that those who are sensitive to
environmental contaminants can enjoy
greater participation in society.

The study was commissioned by the New
Jersey Department of Health at the request of
NCEHS president Mary Lamielle following
the introduction of state legislation. The
report was intended to clarify the nature of
chemical sensitivity and to identify the ways
in which the state health department could
assist the chemically sensitive person and
disengage the patient from the "cross-fire"
within the medical and legal communities.

The state health department is to be
commended for addressing this, at times,
controversial topic. The study is a premiere
publication of profound significance as State
and Federal agencies establish guidelines and
policies to deal with this potential public
health crisis.

"Universal awareness that chemical

WORI<LIFE 41
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Save us from pollut~~s

who bathe in perfume
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Send your qUf'",ions for Jef
fray ZaRlow 10 All Thai Zazz.
in ,'are of thi. neW3papt'r. Box
3"!j,~. ,chJCGCo, lL 60651,

Dear All: I've
heard .g.in from
this ell-COp, and he
now admits th.t he
didn't make, his
point too well. lie
~'rites that wltat be
meant to say was
this: "Yes. the

creeps who molest young
Itirls, even If the girls are '13
going on 35,' should be pros
ecuted. But shouldn't lhe
parents who'vc pimped the
kid also be prosecuted?"

In any case, his letter led
to slrong replies from re.d
ers. Read 01'1,

Dear Z8zz: A "Cormer p0
liceman" wrote to you about a
girl who tried to seduce •
teacher, thinking she could
trade IIeX for a paasirog grade.
He claimed that child molesta
tion is often the Cault oC seduc
tive children.

He claimed that he knows oC
IS-year-old Ilirls who became
miatres_ to older men with
the coollent of their parents. So
why didn't he make the appro
priate arrests? This was child
abulIe .nd statutory r.pt.

His entire argument was too
cute and narrow. If a man saw
a diamond ring in a jewelry
store window and was "se
duced" into breakinl! the glass
and helping himself, do you
think this ell-COp would have
been so understandirog?

Sure, kids can lie, particular
ly out oC perceived self-interest.
So can ell-COps.

The initials signed
below include a chil
dren's attorney and
two police officers.

E.I.• A.V.
M.M.,M.B.

Ave, Voorhees, N.J. 08043 or
c.1I (609) 429-5.1M. The non
profit group will .Iao sell
you a "Perfume Pollutes"
buUon for 60 cents. (I must
wam you, though: We.ring
thia button to work .t your
restaur.nt could lead to a
decliDe in your tips.)

Dear Zazz: You failed to
.ddress a major iMue in that
ex-policeman's leHer: "What
about the innocent victim?"

A friend of mine, a teacher,
was also falsely accused of rape~

After a phony "il'lvestigation,"
in which the student's word
was accepted, my Criend was
presumed guilty and l08t his
job. The incident was reported
in the newspaper. and he be
came tbe topic oC gOllllip in the·
community.

Fortunately, his union con
tested his termination, his aI"
cuser admitted that Bhe'd lied,
and he W88 given his job back.

Still, he will never be whole
again. The accusation led his
wife to divorce him. His stand
ing in our community will nev
er be the same. D.M.

Dear Stuffed: Perfume'
.ds mhthl lead some consum
ers 10 lhink th.t fragr.nces
.re m.de mostly from
crushcd flower petals .nd
n.tur.1 oils. But .ctu.lly,
some perfumes h.ve .s many
.s 600 ingre~ients in them
9S percent of them synthetic
compounds. For the m.ny
people who .re extremely
sensit.ive to man- .------.....,
made scenls, these
fraltrances can !Ko
brulAI.

I shared your let
ter with l\lary La
mielle. coordinalor
of the 2,OtlO-member
National Cenler for
Environment.1
Jle"lIh Str.telties.
ner Itroup lobbies
altainst the acent Jeffrey
"assault," whether Zaslow
hy cilta relte smoke
or "sl,rilzer Itirla"
wieldinlt perfume samplea in
deparlment slor("8. Current
ly, Ihe Itroup is worki ..g to
pass leltislation mandating
tbat fragrance strips in mag
azines be sealed 10 emit no
scent.

Lamielle warns that the
fraltrance offensive could be
Itetting worse. hlread)' in Ja
p.n, some hotels and busi
l'Iesses pump specific seel'lts
(mint. lemon) into their lob
bies and ornces, thinking
this il'lerea8l'8 Jtroductivity
.nd fOllters positive mood
changes. "It's. Big Brother
attitude," says Lamielle, .nd
for people with a chcmical
8CI'Isitivity, it could be dan
g"rOU8.

I also roeenlly spoke to
.....1" Gcrber, who coordi.
nales a support group in
Chicalto for environmcntal
Illnesses. She Bays the ameli
of atrong perfume in public
places le.ves m.ny members
of her Itroup terribly ill. "Ws
devastatinlt and humbling,"
ahe says, adding th.l some in
her group Itot divorced due
to the streaaea of their .mic
tion.

For information on scent
sensitivities, send • long,
self-addres!lOd, stamped en
"('lope to ""CEllS, 1100 Rural

~
ear Z8zz: Non-llmok
ers now have the rightD to sit in smoke-free sec
tions in restaur.nts.

But nothing is done aboot the
intrusive smells of perfumes
and colognes.

I work in a first-claM restau
r.nt. The very pleasant smells
emanating from our kitehen
can't m.sk the unpleasant
odors of diners who bathe in
too much perfume, Indeed,
more snd more customers are
complaining .boot the stink
coming Crom patrons at neigh
borinl: tables.

In my mind, this is a Corm of
air pollution. Please remind
your readers that people like
me have bad allergies. and
these oCfensive fragrances leave
me .. , STUFFED UP

AND COUGHING



LAWN CARE PESTICIDE PROJECT

REQUEST FOR ACCOUNTS OF ILLNESSES CAUSED BY

LAWN CARE CHEMICALS

Send letters to:

Dear Friend:

National Center for Environmental
Health Strategies (NCEHS)
ATTN: Lawn Care Pesticide Project
1100 Rural Avenue
Voorhees, New Jersey 08043
(609) 429-5358

November 1991

The National Center for Environmental Health Strategies (NCEHS) is requesting letters detailing
health effects from lawn care pesticides: insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, etc., for a project with
government agencies and the media. Letters should be forwarded to: NCEHS, Attn: Lawn Care
Pesticide Project, 1100 Rural Avenue, Voorhees, New Jersey 08043.

Your letter need not be long and may be handwritten. It can be personal, or, if from a
physician or advocacy organization, can give case studies of a number of individuals. If you have
previously prepared a similar letter for another organization, please feel free to forward it.
Newspaper clippings would be very helpful. These accounts can also include pets which have
been injured.

Your letter should explain the type and severity of your symptoms; the specific name of the
pesticide product(s) and active ingredient(s), if known; how long you have experienced these
problems; and what you need to do to avoid exposures and/or to recover when you become ill.

Please describe any medical assistance you sought including diagnosis and laboratory
findings. If you are hypersensitive, did this exposure or another pesticide exposure, outdoor or
indoor, cause your hypersensitivity? If not, did it intensify your illness? Identify any permanent health
problems caused by this exposure. Make sure you note the current status of any complaints filed,
legal action, etc. Did the application involve a misuse of pesticides?

Please state what type of notification you are able to obtain, if any, and if this notification is
adequate. If there are problems with the notification system, specifying such problems would also
be useful. Please include your name, address, and phone number. If you are willing to be
contacted by a government agency in the event that a more in-depth review is undertaken, please
indicate so.

Your assistance is essential to increased recognition of the dangers of lawn chemicals, their
connection to chemical sensitivity and other medical conditions, and to action on this issue.

Sincerely,

:J~reSident
NCEHS

See Reverse Side For:
Pesticide Exposure Project



City State_ Zip__

lOrder chemical Exposu';; Today at th;NCEHSSpecial Member~Disoount priceof$15.00~YOuare not yet an NCEHS
JMember, Join Now to Qualify:

/ >1 D Yes, Send me Chemical Exposures at the NCEHS Special _ I
...........................<1 Member's Price of $15.00. --------'

<I D Sign me up as an NCEHS Member. This qualifies me for the Name _
··.1 Member's Price of $15.00 for Chemical Exposures as well as Address _

... ... . 1 one year of NCEHS's Newsletter, The Delicate Balance.
.. .. Memberships: $15-lndividual, $1(}·Fixed Income,

. ... .·1 $25-Professional, Business, Organizations and Institutions
··1

.•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.••••.••.••••••••••••1D Send me Chemical Exposures at the non-member's price of Phone --
..•....•• ..: $17.00.

. ../1 Send orders to NCEHS, 1100 Rural Ave., Voorhees, ~ 08043, (609) 429-5358. NJ Residen1s add 7% sales tax, excluding Membership Fee. Canadian orders add
}< i ••••••••...> ~.oo. Fore~n.orders by approval. U.S. Funds. Make check or~ney order to NCEHS. Orders will be shipped within one~k of recei~ _ November 1991.



"The Delicate Balance," our quarterly newsletter, tracks the
latest on indoor air issues; outdoor toxics; legislative and policy
updates; summaries of scientific research, medical and legal find
ings; information on consumer products and less toxic alternatives;
and news on the rights of those disabled by environmental pollutants.

NCEHS has pressed for recognition of chemical sensitivity as a
serious health issue and for programs to meet the demands for an
ever-increasing patient population. Acknowledgement has come, in
part, from the Social Security Administration; the Indoor Air Quality
Act; major studies issued by the New Jersey Department of Health and
the Maryland Department of Environment; the President's Committee on
the Employment of People With Disabilities; pesticide notification
systems in some states; -and increases in workplace and housing
accommodations, vocational rehabilitation services and programs to
protect the rights of those disabled by chemical sensitivity. We need
your help to continue to educate the public and the medical community,
and to press for research, policies, products and services for those
with environmental illnesses.

Membership in NCEHS entitles you to "The Delicate Balance,"
discount privileges on pUblications available through the CENTER and
use of our clearinghouse, technical, referral, registry and advocacy
services.

Again, thank you for your interest in NCEHS and our activities.
Feel free to call the CENTER at (609)429-5358 if you would like addi
tional information or assistance. I will look forward to hearing from
you.

Sincerely yours,
j /

, :/0,-,L) i\.--yr; I ~fL(),
Mary Lamielle,
President

National Center for
Environmental Health
Strategies

SPECIAL OFFER: Join Today and Receive a FREE

"Perfume Pollutes" Button!
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Copies of the HUD correspondence dated October 26, 1990, are

available from the National Center for Environmental Health Strategies,

1100 Rural Avenue, Voorhees, New Jersey 08043.

The National Center for Environmental Health Strategies provides

informational, educational, technical, referral, support and advocacy services

on chemical sensitivity and environmental and public health issues.

NCEHS tracks the latest scientific, research, legislative, regUlatory,

medical, legal, disability and policy issues in this emerging public

health area in its pUblication "The Delicate Balance."

NCEHS has testified on the Indoor Air Quality Act before the U.S.

Senate Subcommittee on Superfund, Ocean and Water Protection chaired

by Senator Frank R. Lautenberg. Amendments proposed by NCEHS, includ

ing a "Report to Congress on Chemical Sensitivity Disorders," have

been incorporated into the bill. NCEHS President Mary Lamielle played

a critical role in the initiation of the landmark study of chemical

sensitivity commissioned by the New Jersey Department of Health. She

also served on the external peer review panel. Ms. Lamielle, who

publishes "The Delicate Balance," has written on these issues at the

invitation of the President's Committee on Employment of People With

Disabilities, the "Indoor Pollution Law Report" and other publications.

She serves on the American Public Health Association's Task Force on

mUltiple chemical sensitivity.

# # #



National Center for Environmental Health s~ra~eg1e~ -----~_~_ 
April 10, 1991

The Center estimates that hundreds of thousands of Americans are
so debilitated by chemical sensitivity disorders that they have
had to make major lifestyle changes to cope with the illness.
Some of these people, unable to work and unable to find "safe
housing", become "Environmental Refugees" - "forced to live
nomadic lifestyles . . • often in stripped down mobile homes, or
in ?ld cars, or vans, or tents or sheds -- isolated from interac
tion with society and unable to earn a living or obtain many of
the basic necessities of life."

Many other victims of chemical sensitivities, according to the
Center, are struggling to survive within our polluted society,
living in varying degrees of internal exile, confined to their
homes as if under house arrest. These people do not want to be
isolated from society - they just want to be healthy. Further,
the Center stated concern for the 10 to 20% of the popUlation,
tens of millions of Americans, inclUding children, who may be at
increased risk of becoming tomorrow's environmental refugees.

According to the National Center for Environmental Health Strate
gies, Congress can help stop the cycle of indoor pollution that
is creating increased sensitivity and disability. To do this,
the Center is seeking immediate regUlatory responses to set and
enforce minimum ventilation standards in pUblic buildings. These
include restrictions on the use of toxic or allergenic chemicals
in pUblic buildings, including fragrances and pesticides. The
Center also seeks new testing methods for indoor pollutants to
enable researchers to better understand the many pollutants which
can not yet be accurately identified and qualtified.

'.
To break the logjam surrounding chemical sensitivities, the Cen-
ter asked Congress to investigate the delays in the recognition
and research of chemical sensitivity disorders and to look into
the ways in which the victims of this illness are being abused by
our medical systems. The Center also seeks emergency assistance
for chemical victims who are currently (or may soon become) home
less and without the means to secure safe housing and uncontami
nated food and water.

===============================



National Center for Environmental Hea~tn strategies -----page 4
April 1.0, 1.991.

The center's major recommendations:

_ Require EPA (or possibly the General Accounting Office) to pre
pare a major Report to Congress on Chemic~l sen~i~ivit¥, detail
ing the medical, economic, legal, and soc~o-pol~t~cal ~mpacts of
these illnesses.

- Require the development of a government-wide registry of chemi
cal sensitivity complaints.

- Require an investigation of possible medical abuses of people
with chemical sensitivities, either through human experimentation
by purported "deprogrammers" or other unproven psychological or
psychoanalytic theories.

- Require an investigation of the role of industry, organized
medicine, insurance companies and government agencies in the
delays in recognizing and funding research on MCS.

- Require a major research initiative to establish methods for
detecting, testing, and quantifying the presence of polar chemi
cal sUbstances.

- Develop a product labeling program which will provide meaning
ful information on individual ingredients as well as total vola
tile organic compounds.

- Prohibit smoking in all pUblic and commercial buildings.

- Prohibit the prophylactic use of pesticides in favor of inte-
grated indoor pest management techniques.

- Ban the use of the pesticide paradichlorobenzene from all de
odorizer products and all non-pesticide products.

- Prohibit the use of toxic or allergenic deodorizers, olfactory
nerve anaesthetics, odor masking agents, or other perception
blockers, as well as the use of perfumes and scents in pUblic
buildings.

- Prohibit the use of scents and perfumes in pUblic buildings for
the purpose of altering the behavior or mood of the occupants.

- Mandate a "right to know" of toxic, sensitizing or allergenic
substances in the contents of all consumer products.

- Mandate full disclosure to a treating physician of the contents
of any consumer product or other source of indoor air quality
concerns relative to an alleged exposure incident.

- Adopt current ASHRAE ventilation standard as a minimum,
national regulatory standard.

..
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According to the National Research Council, an estimated 15 percent
of the U.S. population is sensitive to indoor pollutants. These
individuals have reactions that range from mild discomfort to de
bilitating symptoms such as eye, nose and throat irritation,
breathing difficulties, nausea and fatigue. Those with multiple
chemical sensitivities can experience chronic and disabling re
actions that virtually make it impossible for them to work in an
office setting.

"We think employers should be concerned," Ms. Lamielle says, "be
cause of the hidden but no doubt significant toll these problems
take on workers' productivity, and because the lack of accommoda
tion means that up to 15 percent of the potential labor pool is
out of reach."

The National Center for Environmental Health Strategies publishes
a subscription newsletter, The Delicate Balance, and other resources
on chemical sensitivity. For prices and ordering information,
contact: National Center for Environmental Health Strategies,
1100 Rural Avenue, Voorhees, NJ 08043; (609) 429-5358.
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be the one particular trigger that sets off a range of
symptoms for a pe:son with MCS. And, these need.
not be inherently toxidin themselves.

What's the ben wtJy for employers to respond to
this?

We think it's important to acknowledge that the
problem exists and then develop policies to deal
with it. By the way, employers should be aware that
those disabled by chemical sensitivity disorders are
protected under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973;
employers covered by this law must provide reason
able accommodations.

Examples of these include:

• an office with a window that opens;
• a work environment free of pollutants such as

tobacco smoke, pesticides, toxic cleaning products
and exhaust fumes;

• early notification about planned pesticide or
special cleaning schedules, and the option to work
at home or to change work hours to avoid these
irritants;

• schedule options so the people affected can work
when fewer co-workers are present, when the
ventilation system is worldng at its peak, or where
smroundings are less problematic.

What do you see as the role of relecommuting?

I think that work-at-home options are ideal for the
chemically sensitive because this amngement gives
the person full control over the worken~t.
As with any telecommuting application, it requires
some planning and work to make it succeed. How
ever, remember that not everyone with chemical
sensitivities needs to stay away from the office
entirely; very often, reasonable accommodations can
bemade.

Th'DnJc you for filling us in on this problem.

EeL note: The National Center for Environmental
Health Strategies has an information package
available for employers. The package includes
some general background material and a sample
issue of its newsletter The DeliClJle BaJan.ce. The

package is available for $5.00 prepaid to:

Ms. Mary Lamielle
NatioDal Center for Environmental Health

SuategieI
1100 Rural Ave.
VoodJeea, NI 08043
(609) 429-5358

PRODUCT
AND
SERVICE
NEWS

NOTE TO READERS: This section includes
general informatioa on produc1s and services that
facilitate or are relevant to remote wmk. Any
produc1s and services mentioned by name are not
being endorsed er recommended by Telecommuting
Review.

Fax System FDIs Literature Requests via
Touch-Tone Ordering; a Possible Tele
commuter Support Tool?

Here's another new product to keep in mind for
larp:r-scaJe tdecommuting pilots where remote
workas need access to information from the office
buta't have a PC at home.

Brooktrout TecImolOl)' just introduced its
F1ubPAXN system that retrieves aDd traDlmits
stored documents via fax in reIpODle to requests
entered via touch-tone phone. It can store up to SOO



t roduced a bul thaL wOUlal'l'qUll'e sam·
plrs 01 any "cosmrLlc. InClullmlr ~rtlmtrs
or oLher fralmU\ces . 10 br sealra to p"".
y~nt madvertent txposure to consulllftl.
That Incluaes getllng an unwanted
wtuIJ 01~nume from e mag&ZUI~ or Sto""
mlUbnll;.

"Ilhlnk a 101 Of ~pl~ Just n"er
kn~w lhry haa n!Cown, A lot lhoullht,
'I'm the only onr IlOlnll; lhrough this.' ..
sala SOlomon, "Most pl!Opl~ say, 'You
knOW,It's a grrat ,ara, I can't stand It
wnen 1go to grt my lIUI1l.' "

Mrr thr Introauctlon or lhr Nrw
York bullast yrar, a SUIIIlar bul WU Intro
auCed UI thr Calltorrua Sta~ Assrmbly
III Frbruary.

"On th~ fragrancr stnp lSSur.laon't
think U1dustry has an IDSiIenable I1lI:bt to
aavertlSe to the Am~ncanpubUc UI this
rashlon." sala LanueUe. "Thr",,'s a ""aI
pubbc outcry agatnSt Ulaustry lor not
gtYIDg us a chOice of ao w~want to
brealh this,"

Thr Cosmrtlc. Toilrtry ana Fra·
gran~Assoc,atlOn. a lraae l!I'Oup repre
s~nttn( 260 compuues. says Lamteilf! la
oVern!actUllr, In a stat~~nt aaclreslutr
th~ proposed Hrw York bul on fra·
gran~stnps. thr Ol'l!SlUZSlIOn Satd th~

proposed ~stnctlons...., too vagu~. too
broaa ana posstbly too ex~nstve.

"W~ do not beb~v~ that sampl~s
cause Sll!IIIftcant pubbc hrallh nsks. On
th~ contrary. they ben~nl the vast ma·
jonty of consurn~rs," rraas the assocIa·
tlon's statem~nt."Wr Irrl stronlrlJ that
no legISlation shoula be rnacted that
wOula hav~ the rlfrct of ~vrrrly IlnUt·
Ing or p""ventlnll tor alStnbut,on of
product samples. "

But Annrttr Grrrn. urCUllvr cI1rec.
lororth~ N~w York·basedFra~
Foundation. says eosm~1Ccompanies
n_ toaa_ tll~ problem.

"My reaction IS that ~pl~Uk~ to
haV" tn~se nucro..,ncspsulated strtps so
t~ can test li'agrances out of stores.

Iltunk som~ probably hav~n't bHn
sralell as w~U as they nught." Oreen
said. "I think tb~ have to respona to It
by maklnll sureth~ IS no lrakag~. I
lhlnk probably thr"" are too many UI on~
magazme. That's ovrrwhr\nlmll,

"laon't ltunk you n_ l~gtSiatlOn."

B,R_GIwhM
""NlGHJ Rt()()(A N£W4i SUMCE

Som~W~~ m~r~lyannoyed,
oth~rs a~v~lopedheaaaCh~Sand a
r_ cam~aown WIth ragmg. Plllll'

tI1I Wn~sSu, N~arly all 01 th~m hav~

taken action not by ChOlc~. but by
n~SSlty,

Peopl~ arr brtnnnlng to rraiIU
Lhat ~numrs...., Ch~mJcals ana

shoUlcl be L~ated lhat way Many....,
camPSlglUllg to pro~tth~lI'nght 01 na·

sal pnvaey,
N~w York~rADly SOlon10n was arawn

In wlul~ ""ac1lnlr a mapzm~ un a II'lWl
hraaed upstat~10wan1 A1bany. By thr
llm~ sh~ reached lhr stal~ capItal, shr
had a pounc1lnll augram~. l:Ih~ says th~
fragrance stnps In her macaztne were the
culpnts,

Nary UmieUe. a N~w J~rscy n!SIlI~nt.

became IDvolved~r 4.000 gaIIoDa 01
gasoline spuled Into th~ st""am behlna
hrr proPftty. ana shr sulldenlybec~
srllSltlve to a host ollUbstances. Now
Just a wlulf 01 ~rlIIme WulIII3It~ hrr SIck.

Thrse...., som~ 01 th~ n_IY aw....,.
They''''' reaiIZInC that UI an UlaustrY
known DIO"" tor Its crlebnty ""presenta·
lives than Its Chrrmsts. SUCh a~bclous

sounc1lnlr POllOns as Jontue. WhI~ Lin·
rn. Tea Rose or Anata AnaIS can be lWed
wltb anyUung trom musk amb""tt~.
wtuch can cause ext""mr sellSltlYlty to
sunlight or POSSIbly damage nrrve n·
ben, to benzophenon~s,which help fra·
grances btst longer. but can cause hives
ana oth~r""actions.

"11 you look at the tobacco ISSU~ 20
yrars ago or 30 yran allO, It wa. not a
popularcon~pt to not want som~nr
10 smoke next to you. Today w~'vr sort 01
co~ lI1JI CIld~. 1think we'"" UI thr
same boatWlt.It~.. said La·
mlelle. Who receatly fowtcIed tb~ Ne·
llona! <=enter lor EnYlronm~ntalltealtb
tiLn&LeIP'!"- 'W~'ve ~oLten to tne POUlt
ul e r~"'llIut ollrqraDc~ usage that's
coupled WIth th~ lact that It'S now ac·
ceptabl~to say. 'Ort this away trom
m~:"

Solomon. <1J.rector 01 commuhlcstlons
ror New York state senator Martin Con·
nor. tumed to th~ leglSlalu"" to mak~

hrr I~bngsknown, Connor n!Crntly In'

Some people
have had their fill of free
fragrances and are fighting for nasal privacy

INCENSED
ABOUT
SCENTS

'On the fragrance strip issue, I
don't think industry has an inalien

able right to advertise to the Ameri
can public in this fashion. There's a

real public outcry against industry for
not giving us a choice of do we want

to breath this.'
- Mary LamieUe
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sensitivity is indeed a serious health issue
will create a new climate that will allow those
damaged by toxic exposures to get a diagno
sis and to take appropriate action before thay
are disabled. It will help those who are
disabled achieve a reasonable quality of life.
Implementation of the study's policy recom
mendations will begin to address the at times
desperate plight of the increasing numbers of
environmental refugees whose participation
in socity must be minimized; whose quality
of life is compromised...

Copies of the report are available for $15
($12-NCEHS members) from the National
Center for Environmental Health Strategies,
1100 Rural Avenue, Voorhees, New Jersey
08043, (609) 429-5358.

The National Center for Environmental
Health Strategies provides informational,
educational, technical,referral and advocacy
services on chemical sensitivity and related
environmental health issues. NCEHS tracks
the latest scientific, research, legislative,
regulatory, medical, legal, consumer, and
policy issues in this emerging public health
area in its publication, "The Delicate Balance."
Membership subsaiption is $15 a year.

A recent report issued by the California
Attorney General's Commission on Disability
provides official recognition of those disabled
by environmental illness (chemical sensitiv
ity). The list of "new challenges" to meet the
needs of this population include:

.appropriate building code requirements;

.chemically uncontaminated units in
public housing and apartment complexes;

• safe access to medical facilities;
• chemically-safe access to all facilities

housing tax-supported programs;
• in-service and technical assistance

workshops for state agency personneL
Copies of the Attorney General's COM

MISSION ON DISABILITY, Final Report,
December 1989 are available FREE from the
office of the Attorney General, Public Inquiry
Unit, 1515 K Street, P.O. Box 944255, Sacra
mento, CA 94244-2550, or call (916) 322-3360;
(BOO) 952-5225 in California.

Ms. Mary Lamielle is President and
Director of the National Center For Environ
mental Health Strategies, 1100 Rural Avenue,
Voorhees, New Jersey 08043, (609)429-5358.





PESTICIDE EXPOSURE PROJECT

REQUEST FOR ACCOUNTS OF ILLNESSES CAUSED BY

PESTICIDE EXPOSURES

Send letters to:

Dear Friend:

National Center for Environmental
Health Strategies (NCEHS)
ATTN: Pesticide Exposure Project
1100 Rural Avenue
Voorhees, New Jersey 08043
(G09) 429-5358

November 1991

The National Center for Environmental Health Strategies (NCEHS) has instituted a "Pesticide
Exposure Project" to collect information on illnesses caused by pesticide exposures. Give us the
details of your pesticide exposures at home, school, in the workplace, and from community-wide
and agricultural applications. Letters detailing your pesticide incident(s) should be forwarded to:
NCEHS, Attn: Pesticide Exposure Project, 1100 Rural Avenue, Voorhees, New Jersey 08043.

Your letter need not be long and may be handwritten. It can be personal, or, if from a
physician or advocacy organization, can give case studies of a number of individuals. If you have
previously prepared a similar letter for another organization, please feel free to forward it.
Newspaper clippings would be very helpful. These accounts can also include pets which have
been injured.

Your letter should provide the date, location, and type of exposure; the type and severity of
your symptoms; the specific name of the pesticide product(s) and active ingredient(s), if known; how
long you have experienced these problems; and what you need to do to avoid exposures and/or
to recover when you become ill.

Please describe any medical assistance you sought inclUding diagnosis and laboratory
findings. If you are hypersensitive, did this exposure or another pesticide exposure, outdoor or
indoor, cause your hypersensitivity? If not, did it intensify your illness? Identify any permanent health
problems caused by this exposure. Make sure you note the current status of any complaints filed,
legal action, etc. Did the application involve a misuse of pesticides?

Please include your name, address, and phone number in your response. If you are willing
to be contacted by a government agency in the event that a more in-depth review is undertaken,
please indicate so.

Y?ur assistance is essential to increased recognition of the dangers of pesticides, their
connection to chemical sensitivity and other medical conditions, and to action on this issue.

See Reverse Side For:
Lawn Care Pesticide Project

Sincerely,

~~ President
NCEHS
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NATIONAL CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH STRATEGIES'\

Join NCEHS Today !
You'll Receive The Delicate Balance & Special Discount Privileges
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Name _
Address _
CitylState/Zip _

~ooe GfflFrom

D$15-lndividual D$20-Family D$25-Professional, Business, Organizations, Institutions
D$lO-Limitedlncome, Senior Citizen, Student, Junior (Under 18). D $20-NCEHS Affilate Organization

CanadianOrders Add $3..••U.S.Funds Only. Foreign Orders by Approval. Enter AmountAt Bottom ofPage.

Additional Contribution: (Enter Amount At Bottom of Page)
D$1Q-NCEHS Friend D$25-Contributor D$5Q-Patron D$100-Sponsor D$5QO-Benefactor
DPlease do not acknowledge my contribution in The Delicate Balance.

Contributions are tax deductilll•.

MATERIALS AVAILABLE FROM NCEHS Qty. Member Non-Mbr. Total

$5.00 $6.00

$0.50 $0.50

$7.00 $10.00

$4.00 $6.00

$16.00 $18.00

$15.00 $17.00

$12.00 $15.00

$50.00 $75.00

$4.00 $6.00

$5.00 $10.00

Pest Control You Can Live With
Debra Graft, Earth Stewardship Press, 80 pp., Paperback, 1990.

Perfume Pollutes (A 1 1/2-inch button; Bulk pricing available)

"Patients Held Hostage":
Info package on the medical controversy over chemical sensitivity

Info Package on Disability Issues & Workplace Options

No Place to Hide (1/2-hour audio cassette)
Documentary from Pacifica Radio on indoor air quality and
multiple chemical sensitivity __ $11.00 $13.00

Chemical Sensitivity:
A Report to the New Jersey State Department of Health
Ashford &Miller, 162pp., coil-bound, 1989.
Chemical Hypersensitivity Syndrome Study
Bascom, 1989. (The Maryland Study ofChemical Sensitivity)

Complete set of reviewers' comments for the Maryland Study
The critical views of nearly two dozen professionals.

The Delicate Balance (Complete set of back issues)
Volumes I-IV

NCEHS Testimony on the Indoor Air Quality Act (Complete set)

Generallnfo Package
Includes current issue of The Delicate Balance and related materials.

TOTAL muun I cn"LU;:JCU $

SUBTOTAL _
NJ Residents Add 7% Sales Tax _

Membership Fee _

Additional Co.,tribution:. .,;;;====.
Make Check or Money Order to NCEHS.

U.S. Funds Only
Send to: NCEHS, 1100 Rural Avenue,

Voorhees, NJ 08043
(609) 429-5358
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NATIONAL CENTER ~on nNVIDONMENTAL HEALTH STRATEGIES

liThe Delicate Balance"

1100 Rural Avenue
Voorhees, New Jersey 08043

(609)429-5358

P RES S R E LEA S E April 5, 1991

For more information:

Mary Lamielle, President
(609)429-5358

RE: HUD RECOGNIZES CHEMICAL SENSITIVITY AS A DISABILITY

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development has officially

recognized multiple chemical sensitivity (MCS) as a disability entitling

those with chemical sensitivity to reasonable accommodations under

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and under Title VIII of the

Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988. This position is detailed in

correspondence from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop

ment to Senator Frank R. Lautenberg (D-NJ), dated 26 October 1990, in

response to a request for a policy statement from Mary Lamielle, Presi

dent of the National Center for Environmental Health Strategies (NCEHS).

HUD has facilitated accommodations for the chemically sensitive on

a case-by-case basis for some time. Accommodations will now be available

to all those with chemical sensitivity. The agency does not have a

written policy that sets forth specific requirements for accommodations

for the chemically sensitive. As with all disabilities, housing

providers are required to provide reasonable accommodations unless

those accommodations would cause an undue financial and administrative

burden or would result in a fundamental alteration in the nature of the

program or activity.

Information on chemical sensitivity has.been disseminated by HUD

officials at Section 504 Town Meetings across the country in an effort

to make housing providers aware of the needs of those with chemical

sensitivities. The agency is planning to issue formal guidance to its

regional and field offices. NCEHS will be kept advised as HUD develops

such guidelines.
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